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LET US PREPARE FOR IBPS PO 

EXAMINATION….. 

 

Here we are providing the series of Digi Note, by which you can get through the 

accuracy and practice various questions before examination…. 

 

Q.1-5 When an input line of words and numbers are given to arrangement 

machine, it rearranges them following a particular rule in each step. The 

following is an illustration of input and rearrangement given below-  

 

Input    : water 56 32 93 better fair 46 human 28 11 grace chance 

Step I   :  93 56 32 better fair 46 human 28 11 grace chance water 

Step II  :  11 93 56 32 better fair 46 28 grace chance water human 

Step III :  56 11 93 32 better fair 46 28 chance water human grace 

Step IV :  28 56 11 93 32 better 46 chance water human grace fair 

Step V  :  46 28 56 11 93 32 better water human grace fair chance  

Step VI :  32 46 28 56 11 93 water human grace fair chance better 

and Step VI is the last step of the above input arrangement. 

As per the rules followed in the above Input, find out the answer in each of the 

following questions.  

 

Input : frozen 89 at the 8 16 banner candle 35 53 here 68 

 

Q.1 Which of the following would be the Step II for the above input? 

 
(1) 8 89 frozen at 16 banner candle 35 53 68 the here 
(2) 35 53 8 68 16 89 the here frozen candle banner at 
(3) 16 89 at frozen 16 candle banner 35 53 68 the here 
(4) 53 8 68 16 89 35 the here frozen candle banner at 
(5) None of these 
 

Q.2 Which word/number would be at 7th position from the left in Step IV of the 

above input? 

 

(1) banner 

(2) at 
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(3) 35 

(4) the 

(5) candle 

 

Q.3 Which step number would be the following output?  

  

68 8 89 at 16 banner candle 35 53 the here frozen  

 

(1) There will be no such step 

(2) III 

(3) II 

(4) V 

(5) IV 

 

Q.4 How many steps are required to complete the above input arrangement? 

 

(1) Seven 

(2) Eight 

(3) Five 

(4) Six 

(5) None of these 

 

Q.5 Which of the following would be the Step IX for the above input? 

 

(1) 89 frozen at 8 16 banner candle 35 53 here 68 the  

(2) 35 53 16 8 68 89 the here frozen candle banner at  

(3) 16 89 at frozen 8 candle banner 35 53 68 the here  

(4) 53 8 68 16 89 35 the here frozen candle banner at  

(5) There will be no such step 

 

Q.6-10 In a certain code language some words are written in coded form 

which are given below:  

 

‘Intel Inside End Shift’  is written as  ‘ch la pa ta’ 

‘Noon Shift Inside Take’  is written as  ‘ma da la ch’ 

‘Take Inside not Good’  is written as  ‘ch na ka ma’ 

‘End Good Noon Shake’  is written as  ‘ka da ga pa’ 

 

Q.6 How will ‘Shift’ be written in that code language? 
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(1) ma 

(2) ta 

(3) ch 

(4) pa 

(5) la 

 

Q.7 What will be the code for ‘Noon’ in that code language? 

 

(1) ta 

(2) da 

(3) ma 

(4) ch 

(5) None of these 

 

Q,8 What will be code for ‘Inside’ in that code language? 

 

(1) la 

(2) ma 

(3) ch 

(4) ta 

(5) None of these 

 

Q.9 What will be code for ‘Intel’ in that code language? 

 

(1) ma 

(2) ta 

(3) ch 

(4) pa 

(5) None of these 

 

Q.10 What will be code for ‘Shake’ in that code language? 

 

(1) da 

(2) pa 

(3) ma 

(4) ga 

(5) None of these 
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Q.11-15 Study the following information carefully and answer the questions 

given below. 

Eight persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting around a circular table facing 

the centre, but not necessarily in the same order. Each one of them holds a 

different post in a Bank viz. Branch manager, PO, SO, Clerk, Operator, 

Accountant, Assistant and Area Manager.   

A sits third to right of the Area Manager. Only two people sit between the Area 

Manager and H. Operator and the PO are immediate neighbours of each other. 

Neither A nor H is a Operator or a PO. Operator is not an immediate neighbour 

of the Area Manager and H. Branch manager sits second to left of E. E is not an 

immediate neighbour of H. The Branch manager is an immediate neighbour of 

both Accountant and the Assistant. Assistant sits third to right of B. C sits to the 

immediate right of the SO. E is not the SO. F is not an immediate neighbour of E. 

G is not an immediate neighbour of the Branch manager. B is not the Operator. 

The number of people sitting between D and C is same as number of people 

sitting between D and G. 

 

Q.11 Who amongst the following sits third to the left of E? 

 

(1) Branch manager 

(2) G 

(3) E 

(4) Assistant 

(5) B 

 

Q.12 Four of the following five are alike in a certain way based on the given sitting 

arrangement and  thus form a group. Which is the one that does not belong to 

the group? 

 

(1) F - SO 

(2) G - Clerk 

(3) D – Branch manager 

(4) A - Assistant 

(5) B – PO 

 

Q.13 Who amongst the following is the Clerk of the Bank? 

 

(1) A 

(2) C 

(3) H 
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(4) E 

(5) D 

 

Q.14 Which of the following statement is true with respect to the given seating 

arrangement? 

 

(1) The Accountant sits second to the left of D. 

(2) The SO of the Bank sits to the immediate left of the Area Manager. 

(3) The Accountant and the PO are immediate neighbours of each other 

(4) C sits second to right of D.  

(5) The Accountant of the Bank is an immediate neighbour of the Operator 

 

Q.15 Which of the following posts does B hold in the Bank? 

 

(1) SO 

(2) Branch manager 

(3) PO 

(4) Operator 

(5) Area Manager 

 

Q.16-20 Study the following information carefully and answer the questions 

given below: 

 

P, Q, R, S, T, V and W are seven students of a college. Each of them has a 

favourite country India, Japan, Jordan, Monaco, Norway, Peru and Yemen, not 

necessarily in the same order. Each of them also has a favourite sport Horse 

riding, Cricket, Hockey, Volleyball, Polo, Table Tennis and Basketball not 

necessarily in the same order. 

R likes Yemen and his favourite sport is Hockey. The one who likes Horse riding 

likes Jordan. T’s favourite sport is not Polo or Table Tennis. V does not like either 

Monaco or India. The one whose favourite sport is Basketball does not like India. 

W likes Japan and his favourite sport is Volleyball. S likes Peru. Q’s favourite 

sport is Polo. V does not like Jordan and his favourite sport is not Basketball. P’s 

favourite sport is Cricket. The one whose favourite sport is Polo does not like 

Monaco. 

 

Q.16 Who likes Norway? 

 

(1) P 

(2) R 
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(3) Q 

(4) V 

(5) Data inadequate 

 

Q.17 Whose favourite sport is Basketball? 

 

(1) S 

(2) W 

(3) Q 

(4) Data inadequate 

(5) None of these 

 

Q.18 Which country does T like? 

 

(1) Monaco 

(2) India 

(3) Japan 

(4) Data inadequate 

(5) None of these 

 

Q.19 Which of the following is V’s favourite sport? 

 

(1) Cricket 

(2) Table Tennis  

(3) Horse riding  

(4) Polo 

(5) None of these 

 

Q.20 Which country does P like? 

 

(1) Yemen 

(2) India 

(3) Monaco 

(4) Japan 

(5) Peru 

 

Q.21-25 Study the following information carefully and answer the questions 

given below: 
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Twelve people are sitting in two parallel row containing six people each. In such 

way that there is an equal distance between adjacent person. In row-1 P, Q, R, 

S, T and U are seated and all of them are facing south. In row-2 A, B, C, D, E 

and F are seated and all of them are facing north. Therefore in the given seating 

arrangement each member seated in row faces another member of the other row. 

P sits third from right (east). S is in front of C.  

A does not sit at extreme left (west). E sits second to the left of B who faces P.  

Q sits third to right of S. D does not sit at extreme ends. 

The one who facing A sits third to the left of T. 

R does not sits any of the extreme end of the line. 

 

 

Q.21 Who amongst the following sit at extreme ends of the row? 

 

(1) Q, S 

(2) Q, C 

(3) Q, R 

(4) F, D 

(5) None of these 

 

 

Q.22 How many person are seated between S and U? 

 

(1) Two 

(2) Three 

(3) One 

(4) Four 

(5) None of these 

 

 

Q.23 Who among the following faces A? 

 

(1) R 

(2) U 

(3) T 

(4) Cannot be determine 

(5) None of these 
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Q.24 Four of the following five are alike in a certain way based on the given 

arrangement and so form group. Which is the one that does not belong to that 

group? 

 

(1) D-C 

(2) R-S 

(3) U-S 

(4) F-D 

(5) Q-S 

 

 

Q.25 Which of the following is true regarding T? 

 

(1) F faces T 

(2) T faces B 

(3) T faces who is second to left of D. 

(4) P faces A 

(5) None of these 

 

 

Solution:- 

 

Q.1-5 

 

Input:          frozen 89 at the 8 16 banner candle 35 53 here 68 

Step I: 89 frozen at 8 16 banner candle 35 53 here 68 the 

Step II: 8 89 frozen at 16 banner candle 35 53 68 the here 

Step III: 68 8 89 at 16 banner candle 35 53 the here frozen 

Step IV: 16 68 8 89 at banner 35 53 the here frozen candle 

Step V: 53 16 68 8 89 at 35 the here frozen candle banner  

Step VI: 35 53 16 68 8 89 the here frozen candle banner at 

 

Q.6-10 

 

Intel = ta 

Inside = ch 

End = pa 

Shift = la 

Noon = da 
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Take = ma 

Not = na 

Good = ka 

Shake = ga 

 

Q.11-15 

 

 
 

Q.11 – 4 

Q.12 – 5 

Q.13 – 4 

Q.14 – 1 

Q.15 – 3 

 

Q.16-20  
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Q.16 – 4 

Q.17 – 1 

Q.18 – 5 

Q.19 – 2 

Q.20 – 3 

 

Q.21-25 

 

 
Q.21 – 5 

Q.22 – 4 

Q.23 – 1 

Q.24 – 2 

Q.25 – 5 
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